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● Conceptual and mathematical toolbox
● For representing within- and between-
individual processes
● For building dynamic models
● For hosting and integrating existing ideas
● For generating new ideas
● For building computational models
  
● People are scaled on characteristics – nodes
● Nodes are placeholders
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● Closeness to balance between all forces acting 
on an individual at a time can be controlled
● Operationalization of personality maturity
● Precision of connection matrix construction
● Naturally individuals converge asymptotically 
towards the balance
  
● Different reasons for the emergence of 
factors
– Latent factor models
– Network model
– Functionalist model 
● Can all be represented in the framework
● Can easily co-exist
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● Personality space can host genetic and 
environmental structures
● Model effects of gene-environment 
transactions on heritability
● Some non-additive variance expected even 
when genotype rdz = rmz/2
  
● NSF can host a variety of models and ideas
● A common conceptual and mathematical 
language
● For integrating isolated or contradictory ideas
● For computational models
● For testing multiple ideas simultaneously
● It is not a model, but for building models
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